ARTIST PROFILE

Out-of-body Dreams
& Animated Realities
Sarah Amos' Collagraphic Fabric Constructions
by Dian Parker
How should one describe Sarah Amos? A printmaker? Painter? Collagist? Tailor? Embroiderer? Archeologist? Mapmaker? Animator?
She is certainly a master printmaker who creates collagraphic fabric
constructions. But that is far too limited a description of her work,
and says nothing of her dynamic character. Visiting her studio in rural
Northern Vermont, one is struck by the force of her energy, her passion for the work, and the outpouring of new work. "It's true; storage is
a problem," she quipped.
Sarah Amos' work defies characterization. She works large, maneuvering her body around the materials like a seamstress; pulling thread,
fastening buttons, arranging patterns and shapes. Her process is exacting and focused. This is not a slipshod artist. Each of her pieces
takes months to complete. The images are thought-provoking. Is this a
diagram of whizzing electrons around a nucleus? A map of Australia's
outback? Cast pottery shards? Vast trailings from a UFO? Stacks of
foreign archeological findings? A cartoon figure? Ghosts? All of these
are possibilities. Her wall hangings evoke out-of-body dreams, foreign
travel, animated realities.
Born in Melbourne, Australia, Sarah Amos received a BFA in Printmaking from the Phillip Institute in Melbourne. After completing the Master Printer Program at the Tamarind Institute in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, she went on to receive a MFA from Johnson State College/
Vermont Studio Center She has been a practicing artist for 26 years,
during which time she has received numerous awards. In 2014, she
was the recipient of a prestigious Joan Mitchell Foundation Painting
and Sculpture Grant, which launched her into exploring a new world
of printmaking on textiles.
Today, Amos works with canvas, raw linen, and felt. Each element of
her process involves printmaking. She begins by printing layers of imagery directly onto the canvas. Then, separately, she prints on the felt
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with oil-based ink. "It takes forever to dry," Amos said. W i t h
big scissors, she cuts the felt into shapes. Stuffing some of the
material with 2 inch batting for padding, she layers and arranges each piece like a collage on the canvas, before stitching the
pieces down onto the textured surface. The result is sculptural,
pillowed; you want to run your hands over the soft layers, feeling their contours and flow.
Top End, collagraph with mixed media, is a strong example of
Amos' current work. It is large, 69"x74", with tall vessel-like
shapes in gray and black against a backdrop of large stitches that look like the Songlines of the Aborigines or the spit of
electrons in space. Amidst the dark hues is the blast of a large,
bright orange and white striped creature; leaning, animated.
Indeed, her shapes are sometimes cartoons, sometimes archeological. This artist definitely has a sense of humor. She
plays when she creates.

Her process is exacting and focused. This
is not a slipshod artist Each of her pieces
ta/ce months to complete. The images
are unique and thought-provoking.
Another striking collagraph construction is Wave Hill, 69"x74".
White, rounded steps lead up to a large, bulbous, banded
shape, with a dark shadow of another abstracted form, and
another fading figure behind that. There is yet another form
outlined with Amos' definitive white stitching, like the chalk
outline of a tailor, or the computer markings of a vortex in
space.
Layers, shadows, perspective, sculptural, textural, heightened
surfaces, mark making with yarn, glyphs—all these effects are
in Sarah Amos' printed tapestries. From a distance, one sees
bold statements in size, color, shape and design; layers of images. Up close, the padded felt and the thick stitching become
defined and the subtlety of what she is doing becomes evident. She draws with thread. "For me, stitching has taken the
place of drawing," Amos said.
There is no telephone or computer in Amos' studio. She has
only a radio, a tea kettle and her dog. Monkey. In 2014, she and
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Amidst the dar/c hues is ttie blast of a large,
bright orange and white striped creature;
leaning, animated. Indeed, her shapes are
sometimes cartoons, sometimes archeological.
This artist definitely has a sense of humor.
She plays when she creates.
her husband, Roger Adkins, Master Carpenter, wood carver and furniture
maker, completed the 1700 square foot post and beam barn studio down
the hill from their home. It has 22 foot ceilings, 13 foot tables, a wall of
glass for natural light, and expansive white walls where Amos can hang
her work and view it from 4 0 feet away. "This space has affected the way
I see my work and how I interact with it. Before, it was only in a gallery
where I could see my large scale work. Now this opportunity happens
hourly," she said.
Amos has been teaching printmaking and collaborating privately with
artists for over 20 years at Bennington, Dartmouth, and Williams Colleges, as well as in Australia. "I like to teach printmaking as it can reinvigorate the commitment to your craft, refine and excite your technical
focus, and is a great forum to exchange ideas with other image makers,"
she said. In the summer, Amos offers a series of small weekend master
classes in her printmaking studio, which include experience with collagraph, multi-plate monoprinting, woodblock, mural printing, etching,
portfolio development and archival practices.
Paper, felt, canvas, linen, hemp, jute, faux fur, faux suede, bamboo thread,
yarn, paper, gouache, watercolor, pencil, ink—Sarah Amos works with
them all. "I can print on polar fleece, for god's sake," she said. Always
pushing her materials to new places, Sarah Amos is an innovator whose
inventions are evocative, beautiful and filled with evolving delight.

Sarah A m o s ' w o r k is in corporate, public and private collections nationally and internationally, including t h e Dartmouth-Hitchcock permanent collection, Katonah Museum, De
Cordova M u s e u m , Prudential Insurance in Boston, Time Warner N e w York, a Hilton Hotel
development in Melbourne, and many others. She has participated in the San Francisco
Art Fair and A r t M i a m i . Her practice has been featured in Creating Abstract Art: Ideas and
Inspirations (or Passionate Art-Making by Dean N i m m e r (North Light Books, 2014) and Printmaking: A Complete Guide to Materials and Process by Bill Fick and Beth Grabowski (Laurence
King, 2015). A m o s is currently represented by Cynthia Reeves in N e w York, and Flinders
Lane Gallery in Melbourne. She offers small classes in collagraph, multi-plate monoprinting, woodblock, mural printing and etching each summer, as well as private classes and
printmaking collaborations. Find out more at www.sarahamosstudio.com.
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